courses have to route their cart paths in a few areas in patterns that are less convenient or different from previous traffics patterns. The addition of traffic aids to encourage use such as signs, chains, ropes, lines, landscape plantings or movable barriers. They are positioned to direct traffic to the path. Golfers will hopefully adopt the new patterns and allow the eventual removal of the aids.

More drastic measures like new bunkers, trees, grassy mounds or shrub plantings may be necessary in extreme cases. On golf courses with complete path systems, carts are sometimes restricted to the paths. Even with incomplete paths, courses sometimes restrict cart traffic to the paths on the holes where they have them. These regulations are best enforced by meetings with the club membership.

There are obviously no absolute guidelines for golf cart use on a cart path system. All decisions should be made on the basis of the course’s topography, the extent of the cart path network, the physical soil conditions, and perhaps most importantly, the opinion of the course’s clientele.

Grant is a senior majoring in Turfgrass Management at Iowa State University. This paper was part of his required study in Horticulture 451.

Credit: Iowa GCSA

---

**HOLE NOTES** is still looking for articles to be published monthly. I know many of you have helpful ideas and sound turf knowledge that could be shared with your fellow superintendents. The article does not have to be lengthy, just good common sense ideas to aide in turf management. Also of interest to write about would be the history of your golf course and/or club and tips from your mechanic on how to keep your equipment in top condition. Hope to hear from you soon.

Mail your article to:
Tom Fischer
8001 Brunswick Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN 55443
612/561-6363

Our next meeting is at Voyager Village on July 13. See you there.